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MintPad Litepaper V1.0 
A Revenue sharing Multi-chain NFT Launchpad backed by our DAO. 
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INTRODUCTION 
WHY MINTPAD? 
 
Mintpad is a Multi-Chain NFT minting platform and launchpad for NFTs. Our dAPP helps NFT projects 
across all chains to mint out easily on our platform. Users will be able to find new upcoming mints with 
scores and socials. As well, MintPad will eliminate the fear of NFT Rugs with its feature KYCed mints. This 
feature will give users and projects alike, the security and trust that is desired throughout the crypto 
space. 
 
Mintpad will be powered by it’s 2500 Mintpass NFT’s, and the MintPad token that will be used to 
accommodate staking and to gain access to MintPad’s whitelist minting pool, as well as so much more. 
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VISION 

The MintPad team knows how important NFTs are for the blockchain space to keep evolving. Today’s 
marketplaces offer a more centralized experience compared to MintPads vision. The MintPad vision is to 
create a fully decentralized cross-chain platform, with revenue sharing rewards to the DAO and 
MintPass holders alike. MintPad is not just a marketplace for NFTs. MintPad is the one-in-all tool for the 
entire NFT space across all mainstream blockchains. 
 
GOAL 
 
The MintPad goal is to bring all the necessary tools needed for daily NFT traders, and install them into an 
all-in-one platform supporting all mainstream blockchains. While also improving the trading quality for 
NFT trading. MintPad also aims to create multiple sources of revenue for Mintpads DAO and holders, to 
encourage value and added utility to trading portfolios. MintPad strives to create a SAFU environment 
through it’s auditing and KYC process to allow peace of mind to the users, and added authentication for 
projects who mint with MintPad. 
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REFERRAL REWARDS 

When a Mintpad holder refers a new NFT drop to mint on the Mintpad platform. Mintpad will pay a 
referral amount of 1% of the total raised amount of that mint. This will allow holders to possibly be able 
to earn substantially when referring a project. 

For example: 

Project raises 1000 ETH. 

Mintpad will pay a referral of 10 ETH. 

 

MINT FEE REWARDS 

The fee to launch a project on the launchpad is 6%, for this 6% you are not only going to be introduced to 
the Mintpad community, but you will also get 2500 whitelisted MintPass Holders as an option. The 6% is 
divided into three parts as follows:  

 3% will be divided to our 2500 MintPass holders and divided 
 3% will go to the team and development of the platform  
 1% will, if referred by a holder, go to that holder, this percentage is taken out of the development 

and teams fee, and doesn’t affect the total fee of 6%. 

 

FEATURED DROPS 

Projects with a higher hyped atmosphere and that are already well known in the space will have chances 
to become FEATURED on our platform. All projects applying for launch on our platform will be vetted by 
our DAO, and we select FEATURED drops daily. This is not only going to benefit the project itself, but also 
benefit our MintPass and Token holders, all MintPass holders will automatically receive a guaranteed mint 
from the featured collection, while Tokens holders will be obliged as follows: 

 Staked 500,000 or more Tokens will be obliged to participate in a mint raffle 
 Staked 1,000,000 or more Tokens will be obliged to mint 1 NFT from the featured collection 
 Staked 5,000,000 or more Tokens will be obliged to mint 2 NFTs from the featured collection 
 Staked 10,000,000 or more Tokens will be obliged to mint 3 NFTs from the featured collection 

There is also an option for the featured project to give the MintPass/ Tokens holders a special price for 
their mints, to increase the buying pressure on the mint. 
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MARKETPLACE 

If you mint on our launchpad you are automatically going to be listed on our marketplace. We do not 
accept collections who were minted outside our platform. Our marketplace is not just another 
marketplace, it has some additional features which is hard to find on other marketplaces today. The 
trading fees on our market are 0% which is something that gives your project extra added value, instead 
we are generating income from advertisements, 50% of the revenue from advertisements will be shared 
to our DAO and divided by the shares of our holders. 

Some other features that will be available on our marketplace are as follows: 

 

 Multi-chain support (SOLANA, ETH, BSC and Polygon from launch) 
 Rarity rating from MintPad and external rankings 
 Project statistics 
 Rarity and FP Sniper built in 
 Advanced filtering 
 Messaging and VC chats 
 And more… 
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PARNERSHIP PACKAGE 

To be extra sure to sell out your mint, we offer a special package that will generate a lot of buying 
pressure on your collection. Our professional marketing team will take care of the initial marketing and 
community building. We will also become your project advisors and guide you and your team how to 
successfully sell out your mint, below are the services included in our PARTNERSHIP PACKAGE: 

 

 Launchpad included 
 Featured on mint drop calendar and featured coming mints 
 Free advertising in our #Coming Drops Discord Channel 
 AMA with our team in yours and ours Discord Server 
 After approved art quality check you will also get Quality Art Badge 
 KYC check and Badge included 
 0% after market fees on our marketplace 
 Join your twitter spaces and invite our community 
 Mint 20 of your NFTs and use for giveaway contests in other hyped communities 

 

All the above is included in our PARTNERSHIP PACKAGE after we have approved your project, the fee is 
paid from the initial mint revenue, and this percentage is agreed from project-to-project basis. 
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KYC SERVICES 

There have been various NFT rugs in the past and more to come, regardless of how the markets are 
doing. Mintpad introduces KYC badge for mints. The team or dev of the project will be verified using 
government issued ID card or passport, as well as a recorded video call (DOX) to one of our support 
team members.  
All the data will be kept safe in our database. Then if users from the project claim to be rugged by a 
projects or developer, our Mintpad team will investigate and release all confidential data to public, 
and/or authorities if required. Mintpad aims to set the standard for security to its investors and users 
alike. 

 

 

 

QUALITY ART BADGE 

To make it easier for both investors and project owners, we are also offering a service we call QUALITY 
ART BADGE. The purpose of this badge is to let a 3rd party guarantee that the art is unique, custom, and 
not stolen art or under any kind of license not allowing it to be sold to 3rd parties. In the NFT space there 
have been many copy/paste scams, and this is discouraging for the entire NFT market and is something 
we at MintPad want to avoid. 
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TOOLS 
 

Besides the tools available for projects like crowdfunding, possibility to mint with Debit Card and KYC. 
Mintpad offers investors tools to help them in their NFT journey.  

 NFT Portfolio Tracker - easily manage your NFTs (Burn, Bulk transfer, Revoke permissions) 
 Debit Card mint - mint new NFTs with your own Debit Card 
 Upcoming Mint Calendar - set notifications for new projects 
 Newsletter - keep track of the latest developments in the market 
 NFT Sniper Bot  
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DAO STRUCTURE 

MintPad is a community-driven platform, where members will be able to stake their MintPasses or 
$MINT tokens into our DAO contract to join the DAO. 

By staking their MintPasses or $MINT tokens the members will earn income generated from the 
platform. The income will be paid out in USDT on weekly basis from following pools: 

 

 50% of the Mint Fee (MintPass holders only) 

 50% from MintPad’s advertisement  

 30% of MintPad’s KYC services income 

 50% of MintPad’s marketplace income  

 

DAO members will be those who decides and vote for following: 

 Featured badge 

 Quality art badge 

 Banning projects 

 Partnerships 

 Decide royalties on MintPasses (MintPass holders only) 

 

The DAO members are also those who completely controls the economy received from the platform, 
these funds solely belong to the DAO, and no longer the platform, and therefore can be used as the DAO 
seems appropriate. 

The voting count per member will be defined by as many NFT’s or $MINT tokens you have staked, if you 
have 1 NFT staked and one listed on secondary market, you will only have one vote. 

The DAO concept is essential and can boost community engagement where every user contributes to 
the platform and benefits when progress happens within the project. 
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PAYMENT SERVICES 
 
Users of MintPad will be able to mint by credit/debit card, so don’t worry if you don’t hold any 
cryptocurrency. Both VISA and MASTERCARD are supported. After you have minted your NFT you can 
easily transfer it to your crypto wallet. If a transaction fail, you will automatically be refunded without 
hassle. 

 

ESCROW 

MintPad is offering a secure and easy way to manage OTC trades for NFT users who makes a deal 
outside the secondary market. Our ESCROW solution provides a transparent and secure exchange 
between the seller and the buyer without the risk of a fraud or scam. The buyer will deposit the 
payment to MintPad’s escrow account, when the money is credited, the seller will be notified to transfer 
the NFT to the MintPad account, when the buyer withdraws his NFT, the money will be released directly 
to the seller’s wallet. 

The fee for MintPads ESCROW service is 1% of the NFT’s trading price, half cost compared to our 
marketplace fees, which are 2%. 

 

MINTCHAIN 

INFO COMING SOON 
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MINTPAD TOKEN 

MintPad is the native token of our Coming Chain MintChain and is going to be needed for ultra-fast and 
super low gas fee minting on or Launchpad. It will also have following functionalities: 

 $MINT staking for DAO treasury 

 DAO voting  

 Escrow generated funds will buy $MINT tokens and burn them 

 

TOKENOMICS 

Name: MintPad 

Ticker: MINT 

Total Supply: 1,000,0000,0000 MINT 

Decimals: 18 

Chain: BSC 

Taxes: 0% 
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 

 Presale 35% - 350,000,000 Tokens  

 LP 20% - 200,000,000 Tokens 

 Team 6% - 60,000,000 Tokens 

 CEX/DEX listings 10% - 100,000,000 Tokens 

 Partners 4% - 40,000,000 Tokens 

 Marketing 15% - 150,000,000 Tokens 

 Development 10% - 100,000,000 Tokens  

 

VESTING SCHEDULE 

 Team – locked for 45 days 

 Partners – locked for 90 days 

 Marketing – Vested over 6 months 

 DEX/CEX listings – locked for 30 days 

 Development – locked for 45 days 

 LP – locked for 365 days 

 

 

 

 

 

ROADMAP 

Past until December 2022 (7 months) 

 Idea & Concept 

 Branding, landing page and Litepaper 

 Back-end development 

 Front-end development (beta) 

 Social and community building 
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January to April 2023 (4 months) 

 MintPad contract and audit 

 Pinksale Fair Launch 

 Project Launch 

 Whitelist Sale MintPad 

 MintPass Mint 

 DAO smart contracts and audit 

 Marketing Campaign 

 New partnerships 

 

 

May 2023 – September 2023 (5 Months)  

 Mint Drops Calendar 

 Whitepaper with MintChain included 

 NFT Portfolio 

 Featured Projects 

 LaunchPad 

 KYC & Art Badge 

 

 

 

October 2023 – October 2024 (12 Months) 

 MintChain development 

 UI upgrade to V2 

 New Features 

 Crowdfunding feature 

 NFT sniper bot 


